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There is an identity due to Feynman which relates graphs and closed curves on a
lattice and it was used by Feynman in his combinatorial proof of Onsager’s closed
formula for the partition function of the two-dimensional Ising model. Long ago
Sherman considered a special case of this identity and pointed out similarities with
the Witt identity of Lie algebra theory. In this paper and following, we revisit this
special case and solve some problems related with it. In particular, the weights are
computed explicitly using paths and words and a direct connection with the Witt
formula is found. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0022-2488~97!03001-6#
I. INTRODUCTION
First, we introduce Feynman identity from which an ‘‘analog to the Witt identity’’ is derived.
Feynman identity1–7 consists of a relation between graphs and closed curves on a lattice. In order
to introduce Feynman identity some preliminary definitions will be given.
Consider an arbitrary planar lattice. An admissible graph is a finite set of edges such that an
even number of edges meet at every site. The edges of the lattice are numbered with distinct
positive integersi and oriented. Both the numbering and the orientation are arbitrary but once
given they must be kept fixed. Also, associated to each edgei there is a commuting indeterminate




is defined wherei has range over the lines ofG. The empty graph is by convention an admissible
graph and in this caseI[1.1
A path p on the lattice is a sequence of line segments each starting at the site where the
previous line ended, the last line ending at the site from which the first line started. Thusp is
closed. The path is subjected to the constraint that it never goes backwards over the previous line.
It is clear that in view of these properties treelike lattices are not allowed.
A pathp can be conveniently represented by a word, that is, an ordered sequence of noncom-






for somen and whereei511~21! if the path traverses the edgej i following the direction
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There are commuting indeterminatesdi associated to the edges so that to the wordW (p) corre-





wherei t ,mt , t51,...,k, for somek, are the distinct edges and number of times they are covered
by the pathp, respectively.
A nonperiodic path is one which is not the repetition of some subpath of it two or more times.




for somel anda >2 and where the subword in between brackets is nonperiodic.







andg /2p is the number of 2p-angles turned by a tangent vector while traversingp.
Suppose the lattice is embedded in the plane so that paths can be drawn in a extended way,
that is, whenever the path traverses an edge more than once the repeated lines are drawn slightly
separated so that the path actually describes a normal closed curve. By definition, a normal closed
curve on the plane is a curve with no singularities other than a finite number of crossing points
where the curve intersects itself at a right angle. Given a wordW (p) there is more than one way
of drawing it which are all equivalent.4,8
Let V denote the total number of crossings of the normal curve drawn forp. By a theorem of
Whitney8
g52p@m1~V12V2!#, ~1.8!
wherem561 andV1,V2 are the numbers of crossing points of positive and negative type,
respectively, and
V11V25V. ~1.9!
~For the precise definitions ofm561 andV1,V2 see Refs. 8–9, but they are not needed here!.
Therefore,
~21!~g/2p!115~21!V. ~1.10!
For any pathp define
W~p!5sign~p!•I ~p!. ~1.11!
The pathp21 is traversed in the opposite direction of that ofp so thatW ~p21! is obtained from
W (p) reversing all signs in the exponents. Furthermore,g (p21)52g(p) but sign~p21!5sign(p)
andW(p)5W(p21).
Feynman identity1–7 states the following:
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The sum on the rhs is taken over all admissible graphs on the lattice. The unity on the right-hand
side of ~1.12! stands for the empty graph. The product on the lhs is over all distinct nonperiodic
paths. By distinct we mean the following: Given a nonperiodic path the circular permutations of
this path represent the same path and only one element of this class should appear in~1.12!.
Likewise with inversions which consist of the reversing of the orientation of the path. Thus the
product on the lhs of~1.12! is really over the equivalence classes of nonperiodic paths.
According to Refs. 1 and 4, this identity first appeared as a conjecture in some lecture notes
by Feynman and it was an important step of his combinatorial proof of Onsager’s closed formula
for the partition function of the two-dimensional Ising model. Feynman’s lecture notes appeared in
book form only later.7 The first proof of the conjecture—now a theorem—appeared in the paper
by Sherman.1 Burgoyne gave it a second proof which appeared in Ref. 4. See also Kasteleyn’s
paper6 and Green and Hurst’s book.5
In Ref. 2, Sherman considered the special case of~1.12! when the lattice consists of a single
site andr oriented lines as shown in Fig. 1.





mr !N1~m1 ,...,mr !~12d1
m1•••dr
mr !N2~m1 ,...,mr !5 )
1< j<r
~11dj !. ~1.13!
To write ~1.12! in this form, note that a pathp traverses lines 1,...,r a number of times given by
m1 ,...,mr ,mi>0, respectively. Of course, there are other distinct and nonperiodic paths with the
same sequencem1 ,...,mr . Collect all paths corresponding to the same sequencem1 ,...,mr and
call N6(m1 ,...,mr) the numbers of distinct nonperiodic paths with positive and negative signs,
respectively, and multiply over all sequences. We then get the lhs of~1.13!. It can be readily seen
that the admissible subgraphs of the lattice in Fig. 1 are given by the terms in the rhs of~1.13!
when the product is factored out.@In Ref. 2 this relation appears with the rhs squared. Indeed, this
is the case if the pathsp21 are included in the lhs of~1.13! .#
Let z1 ,...,zr be commuting indeterminates. Witt identity











M ~m1 ,...mr !5
1





FIG. 1. The lattice for the special case.
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with N5m11•••1mr . The summation in~1.15! runs over all common divisorsd of mi ,
i51,...,r , andm(d) is the Mobius function which is defined for positive integers by the rules
m~1!511, and ford 5 p1
e1•••pq
eq, p1 ,...,pq being distinct primes,m(d)50 if any ei.1, and
m(p1p2•••pq)5(21)
q.










One can associate an oriented lattice to the Witt identity above. The lattice is also the one
shown in Fig. 1. According to Ref. 2,M (m1 ,...,mr) is the number of equivalence classes of
closed, nonperiodic, counterclockwise paths of lengthN which traverse linei a number of times
given bymi .
Relation~1.13! has an interesting resemblance to the Witt identity.2,10,11Indeed, it generalizes
~1.12! in the sense that paths traveling in all directions are allowed. Sherman calls relation~1.13!
‘‘an analog to the Witt identity.’’
In Ref. 2, Sherman did not give a solution for identity~1.13! based on formulas for the
weightsN6 analog to~1.15! or ~1.17!, that is, in terms of Mobius function. We shall see that after
a slight rewriting of the lhs of~1.13! new weights—calledu6—are defined which can be solved in
terms of Mobius function.
Our aim in this paper and its sequel is to compute the weights explicitly. In this paper we
consider the caser52 and prove that the weights have interesting properties which are behind the
existence of relation~1.13! in this case and find a direct connection with Witt formula. The case
when r.2 will be discussed in part II to this paper.
Whenr52 the lattice consists of only two bonds and one site. We label the lines by 1 and 2
and assign directions to them as shown in Fig. 2.
The nontriviality of this case stems from the fact that the product on the lhs of~1.13! has an
infinite number of factors whereas the rhs has a finite number of terms. To see this a simple
example suffices. The pathD1
1nD2
1m is nonperiodic for any nonzeron,m so infinite nonperiodic
paths are possible. The simplest nonperiodic paths are those which cover either line of the lattice
only once, namely,p15D1
11 and p25D2
11 andW(p1)51d1 andW(p2)51d2 , respectively.








The only admissible graphs are those shown in Fig. 3.
FIG. 2. The lattice for the simplest nontrivial case.
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The meaning ofN, u1 , andu2 are as follows. Note that any pathpÞp1 ,p2 traverses the lines 1
and 2 a nonzero number of times, saym1 and m2, respectively. So a numberN>2 with
N5m11m2 can be naturally associated top. Of course, there are other paths with distinctm1 and
m2 but sameN. These are given by the other partitions ofN into two nonzero parts. Indeed, the









wherem15ua1u1•••1uaku andm25ub1u1•••1ubku, k is the number of pairsD1
ajD2
bj in the word
and s is the number of negative exponents. From~1.22! we can see that words can further be
classified according to the partitions ofm1 andm2 into k parts. Since anyp is closed we are free
to choose which line it traverses first. According to~1.22! we have chosen line 1. The words
associated to a givenN-called words of lengthN- can, therefore, be classified and counted using
partitions. See Appendix A. The weightsu1(N) andu2(N) in ~1.21! are the numbers of distinct
nonperiodic words of lengthN with positive and negative sign, respectively. Theu’s depend
solely on the numberN.
We compute the weightsu1(N) andu2(N) explicitly in Sec. III and deduce some relations
satisfied by them. See Lemma 2 and Theorem 1 in Sec. III. These relations constitute the mecha-
nism of cancellations responsible for the existence of~1.21!. In the actual computation of theu’s
we make use of a nice result proved in Sec. II, Lemma 1, about the sign of a pathp. In Sec. III B,












m2!u2~m1 ,m2 ,N!51. ~1.23!
FIG. 3. Admissible graphs in the simplest case.
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The second product runs overm1 ,m2.0 such thatm11m25N. The weightsu6(m1 ,m2 ;N) are
the numbers of distinct nonperiodic words with6 sign associated with a particular partition
(m1 ,m2) of N. The weights are given in Sec. III B. They also satisfy some relations which can be
used to prove~1.23!. See Lemma 3 and Theorem 2 of Sec. III. In Appendix B, explicit proof is
provided for some of the results in Sec. III. In Sec. IV, we summarize and discuss our results and
open problems.
II. RULE OF SIGNS
Let W k
s(N) be the word of lengthN with k pairs ands negative exponents given by~1.22!.
In this section we prove the following lemma:
Lemma 1:Let p be the closed path on the lattice in Fig. 2 given byW k
s(N). Then, the sign
of p is
~21!N1k1s11. ~2.1!
Proof: The proof is divided in two parts. In the first part we draw a normal closed curve
compatible withW k
s(N). From~1.10! we know that the sign of a closed pathp in general is given
by
~21!V, ~2.2!
whereV is the number of self intersections of a normal closed curve compatible withW k
s(p). We
count the number of self-intersectionsV of this particular curve as a function ofN, k ands and
find ~2.1!. In the second part we then prove that one should get the same result if another normal
closed curve which is a deformation of the first and compatible withW k
s(N) is employed.
An expression forV as a function ofN, k, ands can be found drawing a normal closed curve
associated to the path described by the wordW k
s(N). We choose the curve given by the following
rules. A path segmentDi
x, xÞ0, will be drawn always inwards winding the linei a number of
times given byuxu. It will do it counterclockwise~clockwise! if x.0 ~if x,0!. After that the path
moves outwards. The important observation here is that on its way out it crosses itselfuxu21
times. See Fig. 4. We remark that it is possible to do it the other way around, namely, to drawDi
x
beginning from inside and going outwards but since the path is closed it will eventually crossDi
x
the same number of timesuxu21.
FIG. 4. How to count crossings~I!.
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Figure 5 shows the sequence of path segmentsD1
a1,D1
a2,...,D1
ak which wind line 1. Looking at the
figure we observe that besides crossing itselfai21 times on its way out the path segment
D1














ai. The total number of crossings produced in this way isA15(a121)
12(a221)14(a321)1•••12(k21)(ak21).
A similar analysis reveals that the complementary segments of the curve which wind line 2
produce a number of crossings given byA25(b121)13(b221)15(b321)1•••
1(2k21)(bk21). See Fig. 6.
Last but not least there are additionalB5ak1ak211•••1a2 crossings formed when the path
comes down to close itself at the initial point at, say,e after windingD2 the last time around.
The total number of crossings obtained in the way just described is, therefore,
Vk










FIG. 5. How to count crossings~II !.
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We now consider the casesÞ0. Let’s suppose for the time being that the signs are located in
the first s exponents. Negative signs in the exponents mean that the path changes directions













where we takes52 j , these occur on two occasions. There is a change in direction to go from
D2
2b2 j to D1
a2 j11 and, again, when the path connects2
bk to D1
2a1 and close. Geometrically, a pair of
any two adjacent letters with the same sign in the exponents can be seen as representing a vertical
path segment. See Fig. 7. During the first changeD2
2b2 j→D1
a2 j11 the path shifts sides going from




2a2 j , a total of 2j21 lines and, hence, crossings. After traversingD2
1bk, the path
comes down, changes its direction a second time and then closes. It crosses itselfB times @but
these crossings were already accounted for by~2.4!# plus one because it must cross the vertical
line connectingD1
2a1 to D2
2b1 to meet the pointe whereD1
2a1 starts. See Fig. 8~b!.
FIG. 6. How to count crossings~III !.
FIG. 7. How to count crossings~IV !.
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The existence of this extra crossing not present in the previous case~where all the exponents
are positive! is due to the fact that the exponent inD1
2a1 is negative. See Fig. 8~b!. So, the total
number of crossings due to the signs in the exponents is exactly 4j21115s. The same compu-





is the sign of the path associated to the word~2.6!.
One can actually prove that for any distribution of thes signs in the exponents the sign of the
path is still given by~2.7!. The number of crossingsV nevertheless changes but the change is
always by an even number of crossings. To prove this one applies the same counting procedure
used in the previous case to a word with the same numbersk, N ands but arbitrary number of
subwords where the exponents of a given subword have all the same sign, either positive or
negative. Let’s represent such a word by the following sequence:
~2s1!~1s2!~2s3!...~1sj !, ~2.8!
where the~2si!~~1si!! with i odd ~even! stand for subwords withsi letters and all exponents
negative~positive!, s11s21•••1sj52k, s11s31s51•••5s, the number of negative exponents.
Like in the previous case there is a change in direction to go from~2s1! to ~1s2! and the path then
intersectss121 vertical lines. There is another change in direction to go from1s2 to 2s3. The
path now intersects11s221 vertical lines. Overall it intersects a number of vertical lines given
by
C5~s121!1~s11s221!1~s11s21s321!1•••1~s11s21...1sj211sj21!1c, ~2.9!
wherec511 if j is even andc50 if j is odd. When the path windsD2 the last time around it
comes down to meet its starting point ate, the beginning of the path segment represented by the
first letter in the word. On its way it crosses itselfB times@this number was already accounted for
in ~2.4!# plus one~if j is even! because it has to cross one more line segment in order to meet the
starting point of the path segment represented by the first letter in the word which has a negative
exponent@see Fig. 8~b!#. If j is odd, that is, the word does not end with a letter with negative
exponent, the path does not change directions again andc50. TheB crossings will still occur.
Supposej is even and, hence,c51. Then,
C5 js11~ j21!s21~ j22!s31•••12sj211sj2 j11. ~2.10!
This relation can be rewritten as
FIG. 8. How to count crossings~V!.
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~ j2~2t21!!s2t2 j11. ~2.11!
Hence,
~21!C[~21!s1~s11s21•••1sj !11. ~2.12!
The sums11s21•••1sj is equal to the total number of letters in the word and this number is
always even. Therefore, we have
~21!C5~21!s11. ~2.13!
When j is odd,c50 and we get
~21!C5~21!s1 j5~21!s11. ~2.14!
Relation ~2.1! does not depend on the particular curve we chose. Let’s consider another curve
which is compatible withW k
s(N). In general, this second curve may have different number of
self-intersections, sayV8, but since it represents the same pathp they must have the same sign.
For this reason,V andV8 have not only the same parity, i.e., they are either both odd or even
numbers, but they differ from each other by an even number. Hence, we would eventually find the
same relation~2.1! had we fixed another way of drawing a curve compatible withW k
s(N).
III. THE WEIGHTS u6
In this section we compute the weightsu6 and some crucial relations which are satisfied by
them. These results are given in Lemmas 2 and 3 and Theorems 1 and 2 below. In Sec. III A the
cased15d2 is investigated. In Sec. III B the results are extended to the case of distinctd1 andd2.
A. The case d15d2
In this subsection we compute the weightsu6(N), that is, the number of distinct nonperiodic
words of lengthN with positive and negative sign, respectively. First we compute a closed
formula for the number of unrestricted words, that is, periodic and nonperiodic words, circular
permutations and inversions are counted.
As explained in Sec. I words of lengthN are associated with the partitions ofN into two parts
m1 ,m2 and partitions of these intok parts,k51,2,...,M , whereM5min$m1 ,m2%. The number of
unordered partitions ofmi ,i51,2, into k partsa11a21•••1ak and b11b21•••1bk ,a i ,b i.0,
respectively, 1<k<M , is given by12
pk~mi !5Smi21k21 D . ~3.1!
Thus the number of words withk pairs andai5a i , bi5b i is pk(m1)•pk(m2). This number
counts only words with positive exponents, that is, paths traveling in the positive directions fixed
for the lines. So, we need to ‘‘color’’ the exponents with ‘‘1’’ and ‘‘ 2’’ signs in order to count
all possibilities. To do that we observe that an exponent can be either positive or negative, hence,
given a word withk pairs the exponents can be colored in 22k ways and the total number of words
is 22k•pk(m1)•pk(m2). Then, the total number of words associated toN without any restriction—
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where the first summation is over allm1 ,m2.0 such thatm11m25N andM5min$m1 ,m2%. The
summations in~3.2! are easily performed and the result is
W~N!53N211~21!N. ~3.3!






for somel andd whered @do not confuse thisd with d appearing in~1.21!# is some common




bl in between brackets is nonperiodic where the
ai andbi can be negative.
Thus the set of all unrestricted words of lengthN can be classified into two subsets. One is
constituted by the subset of all distinct nonperiodic words plus their circular permutations and they
are of the form given by~3.4! with d51. The other subset is formed by all the periodic words plus
their circular permutations if any and they are of the form given by~3.4! with d.1. Note that there
can be no periodic words associated toN whenN is a prime number.
Given a common divisord of k,N,s denote by
WS kd , Nd , sdD ~3.5!
the number of distinct nonperiodic words withk/d pairs, s/d negative exponents and
ua1u1ua2u1•••1ual u1ub1u1ub2u1•••1ubl u5N/d plus their circular permutations. Let
W(k,N,s) be the number of unrestricted words withk pairs ands negative exponents. Then,
W~k,N,s!5 (
du~k,N,s!
WS kd , Nd , sdD , ~3.6!
where the summation runs over all common divisorsd of N,k,s.
The number
4kS N212k21D ~3.7!
counts all the possible words of lengthN with k pairs. Write
4k5(
s
S 2ks D . ~3.8!
From ~3.7! and ~3.8! we then get that
W~k,N,s!5S 2ks D S N212k21D . ~3.9!
Using Mobius inversion formula14 we can invert relation~3.6! to get
W~k,N,s!5 (
du~k,N,s!
m~d!WS kd , Nd , sdD ~3.10!
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which equals the number of words withk pairs ands negative exponents in the first subset.
Dividing ~3.10! by k to subtract circular permutations~we remind the reader that because of the
adopted convention that words start always withD1 and ends withD2 circular permutations occur






where the summations run over alls andk such thats1k1N5odd ~even! in the1~2! case. The
summations can actually be computed and the rhs of~3.11! rewritten in terms of a much simpler
function ofN and its divisors. The computation is very simple and it is given in Appendix A. The
results are as follows:





for anyNÞ2 j , j>0. WhenN52 j ,
u1~2
j !5H 32 j212 j11 if j>1
0 if j50.
~3.13!
The numberu2(N) is given by
u2~N!5H u1~N!2u1SN2 D , if N is even
u1~N!, if N is odd or prime.
~3.14!
Relation~3.12! has to be divided by 2 if paths inversions are excluded.
Proof: See Appendix B.
Relations~3.14! are very important. As we shall see below, they determine the cancellations
which are responsible for the existence of identity~1.21!. Let’s see how they work through some
examples. Define
F~N!5~11dN!u1~N!~12dN!u2~N!. ~3.15!










The termsd2 were canceled! Consider now the casesN53 andN54. Sinceu1~3!5u2~3! and
u45u1~4!2u1~2! it follows that
F~3!5~12d6!u1~3! ~3.18!
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and
~12d4!u1~2!F~4!5~12d8!u1~4!. ~3.19!





Using relations~3.14! one can see explicitly again and again the cancellations of all powers ofd.






Proof:Relations~3.14! and induction prove~3.21!. Call P(d) the product on the lhs of~3.21!.








wherep,n8eN8 run over the prime, odd but nonprime and the even numbers, respectively. Using












Notice here the cancellation mechanism at work. The prime and odd powers ofd are all gone.







F~2 j l !, ~3.25!




















Putting together~3.23!, ~3.24!, and~3.27! we get that
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F~2 j l !. ~3.28!
We have thus proved thatP(d)51 up to the powers 2l of d. Call Pj>2 the rhs of~3.28!. Induction














F~2 j l !. ~3.29!
Now, repeat calculations up to~3.27! for j5x and use~3.14! to cancel the products overp andn8
in ~3.29!. This proves thatP5Pj>x11.
Relation~3.12! resembles Witt formula~1.17!. They are not exactly the same though because
in ~3.12! the summation is over the odd divisors ofN only. They coincide, however, whenN is an
odd number,N>3. In this case, then
2u1~N!5M3~N!. ~3.30!





Thus there is a close connection of the weightu1 with Witt formula. One might try to use this
connection to prove Theorem 1. I did not do it because I wanted to fully display the cancellations
which make~1.21! possible and what make them happen are relations~3.14!. Thus it is natural to
work with these relations directly. Things become more transparent this way.
We learn from Ref. 2 that the weightsMr(N) in Witt identity give the dimensions of certain
vector spaces associated with finite Lie algebras. Thus an interesting problem is to try to investi-
gate whether the special case of Feynman’s identity has a purely algebraic meaning related to Lie
algebra theory. This might lead to a deeper understanding about Feynman identity and give new
insights on the Ising model. We hope to address this problem in the future.
B. The case d1Þd2
In this subsection we turn our attention to the case where the indeterminatesd1 andd2 are
distinct. Our goal here is to computeu6(m1 ,m2 ;N) and relations of the kind of~3.14! which can
be used to prove~1.23!.
GivenN, denote byW(m1 ,m2) the number of unrestricted words associated to the partition of







kSm121k21 D Sm221k21 D ~3.33!
is the number of unrestricted words withk pairs associated with the partitions ofm1 andm2 into
k parts. Expanding the powers of 4 as I did in~3.8!, the number of these words withs negative
exponents is given by
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W~k,m1 ,m2 ,s!5S 2ks D Sm121k21 D Sm221k21 D . ~3.34!






where we have used~2.1!. The summations run over alls andk such thats1k1m11m25odd
~even! in the1~2! case.
Lemma 3:The numbersu6(m1 ,m2 ,N), wherem11m25N, miÞ0, are given by






l S m1d 21
l21
D S m2d 21
l21
D , ~3.36!
where the summation is over the odd divisors ofm1, m2, and
u2~m1 ,m2 ,N!5u1~m1 ,m2 ,N!2u1Sm12 , m22 , N2 D , ~3.37!
whenm1 andm2 are both even and soN. Whenm1 andm2 are both odd or just coprime or have
distinct parity, then
u2~m1 ,m2 ,N!5u1~m1 ,m2 ,N!. ~3.38!
Relation~3.36! has yet to be divided by 2 if inversions are not counted.
Proof: Similar to the proof of Lemma 2 given in Appendix B.




u1~m1 ,m2 ,N!5u1~N! ~3.39!
as expected if~3.36! is correct.
I haven’t yet found any simpler expression foru1(m1 ,m2 ,N) above like the one found in
Lemma 2 foru1(N) and a relation with the Witt formula~1.15!. A relation with a Jacobi poly-
nomial is, however, possible to establish but not very illuminating.












m2!u2~m1 ,m2 ,N!51. ~3.40!
Proof: Similar to that of Theorem 1.
IV. DISCUSSION
There is an identity due to Feynman which relates graphs and closed curves on a lattice and
it was used by Feynman in his combinatorial proof of Onsager’s closed formula for the partition
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function of the two dimensional Ising model.1–7 This identity was proved by Sherman in Refs. 1
and 3. In Ref. 2 he considered a special case of this identity and pointed out some similarities with
the Witt identity of finite Lie algebra theory.
In this paper we have revisited this special case in its simplest but nontrivial form, that is,
when the lattice hasr52 lines and one site. By rearranging the identity slightly, new weights were
defined and then computed explicitly in terms of Mobius function. An explicit connection with the
Witt formula was obtained whend15d2 . When these are distinct we were still able to compute
the weights in terms of Mobius function but it does not seem to have a relation with the Witt
formula.
Whend15d2 and r52 the formulas for the weights involved the Witt formula forM3(N).
This implies that the number of distinct and nonperiodic paths over a lattice with two lines for
some good reason we don’t understand yet is essentially given by the number of nonperiodic paths
covering a lattice with three lines in the positive direction assigned to the lines. It is not clear at
moment why this is so. We should try to answer this question when we discuss the case of a lattice
with one site again but arbitrary numberr of lines in part II to this paper.
We learn from Ref. 2 that the weightsMr(N) in Witt identity give the dimensions of certain
vector spaces associated with finite Lie algebras. Thus an interesting problem is to try to investi-
gate whether the special case of Feynman identity has a purely algebraic meaning related to Lie
algebra theory. This might lead to a deeper understanding about Feynman’s identity and give new
insights on the Ising model. We hope to address this problem in the future.
The weight in Witt identity count the number of distinct nonperiodic paths which traverse the
lines of the lattice of Fig. 1 counterclockwise. Formulas~1.15! and ~1.17! for these are easily
computed because there is only one weight and one relation. There are two weights and one
relation in Feynman identity’s special case and this is the reason why it is not so simple to
compute them. The calculation requires some nice but lengthy combinatorial arguments.
Of course, a proof of this special case follows from Sherman’s or Burgoyne’s proof of
Feynman identity. But their proof developed to work out the identity in the case of a more
complicated lattice does not allow one to find the weights. A nice feature particular of the special
case is that one does not have to expand the product over the nonperiodic paths explicitly in order
to show the cancellations.
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APPENDIX A: THE WORDS OF LENGTH N51 UP TO 4
In this Appendix the complete sets of words of lengthN51 up to 4 are listed. Beside each
word the sign of the corresponding path is given. The symbolscp,p stand for ‘‘circular permu-
tation’’ and ‘‘periodic’’, respectively, and they indicate whether the word is a circular permutation
of a previous word or it is a periodic word.
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APPENDIX B: PROOF OF LEMMA 2
In this Appendix we compute the weightsu6(N) and prove Lemma 2. To start, writeN52
jn
wheren is an odd number andjP$0,1,2,...%. Set j>2 for the time being. Then, 2jn is an even
























whereo(e) stand fork,s both odd~even!. In order to compute~B1! and~B2! we change the order
of summations so that we shall first sum over allk ands which are divisible by a givend and then
sum over all possibled. First, we compute~B1!. Observe that becausek ands have distinct parity
the possible common divisors ofk,2jn ands are among the odd divisors ofn. In general, given
2 jn the possible values ofk are k51,2,...,2j21n and for givenk we haves50,1,2,3,...,2k.
Picking up only the even and odd values ofk ands, respectively, those which are divisible byd
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m~d!WS 2l , 2 jnd ,2i21D . ~B5!


















24l21S 2 jnd 21
4l21
D , ~B6!
where we have performed the summation over thei . Here and elsewhere in this Appendix we
make use of the following simple results:
2n21(
i50
n S ni D5(i51
n S 2n2i21D5(i50
n S 2n2i D522n21. ~B7!



















m~d!WS 2l21, 2 jnd ,2i D . ~B10!


















24l23S 2 jnd 21
4l23
D . ~B11!









22a21S 2 jnd 21
2a21
D . ~B12!
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m~d!F32 j n/d1~21!2 j n/d22
2 j11n
G . ~B14!
Although we have assumed thatj>2, ~B14! nevertheless is correct for anyj>0.
Observe that in~B14!
~21!N/d225 H 2123 if N is evenif N is odd. ~B15!
Mobius function has the property that
(
all dua
m~d!5 H01 if a>2if a51, ~B16!
where the summation is over all divisors ofa. For a52 jn, j>0 and oddn.1,
(




where the second summation is over all divisors ofn and property~3.16! now applies. Thus
u1~N!5
1
2N (odd duN m~d!3
N/d ~B18!
which is correct for anyNÞ2 j , j>0. WhenN52 j ,
u1~2
j !5H 32 j212 j11 if j>1
0 if j50
. ~B19!
We now turn to~B.2!. Its terms involve summations overk ands both odd or even. In the first
case wherek ands are both odd the only possible common divisors ofk,s and 2jn are the odd
divisors ofn. We first sum overk,s odd which are divisible by a givend.








24l23S 2 jnd 21
4l23
D . ~B20!
For the other term where bothk ands are even the set of possible divisors now includes even
ones. The relevant divisors are 1,2,$P%, and$2P%, whereP runs over the divisors ofn. Of course,
the complete set of divisors is much bigger including all powers of 2 up toj and the product of
these with theP but the Mobius function on these is zero by definition. For the same reason
among the possibleP only those which are the product of primes whose powers are not greater
than 1 are also the only relevant ones.
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24l21S 2 jnd 21
4l21
D ~B21!
which added up to~B20! gives exactlyu1(2
jn).






22l S 2 j21n212l21 D . ~B22!








22lS 2 j21nP 21
2l21
D . ~B23!








22lS 2 j21nd 21
2l21
D ~B24!
for the contributions~B22! and ~B23!.






Adding to this the other contributions~B20! and ~B21! which as we have shown add up to
u1(2





When j50, the possiblek ands have distinct parity and for this reason the relevant divisors are
odd. The contribution~B24! does not occur and we get
u2~n!5u1~n!. ~B27!
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